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From the acclaimed #1 bestselling author . . . a riveting journey through the world of minor-
league baseball“No one grows up playing baseball pretending that they’re pitching or hitting in
Triple-A.” —Chris Schwinden, Triple-A pitcher“If you don’t like it here, do a better job.” —Ron
Johnson, Triple-A managerJohn Feinstein gave readers an unprecedented view of the PGA Tour
in A Good Walk Spoiled. He opened the door to an NCAA basketball locker room in his
explosive bestseller A Season on the Brink. Now, turning his eye to our national pastime, sports
journalist John Feinstein explores the colorful and mysterious world of minor-league baseball—a
gateway through which all major-league players pass in their careers . . . hoping never to return.
Baseball’s minor leagues are a paradox. For some players, the minors are a glorious launching
pad toward years of fame and fortune; for others, a crash-landing pad when injury or poor play
forces a big leaguer back to a life of obscure ballparks and cramped buses instead of Fenway
Park and plush charter planes. Focusing exclusively on the Triple-A level, one step beneath
Major League Baseball, Feinstein introduces readers to nine unique men: three pitchers, three
position players, two managers, and an umpire. Through their compelling stories, Feinstein pulls
back the veil on a league that is chock-full of gifted baseball players, managers, and umpires
who are all one moment away from getting called up—or back—to the majors. The stories are
hard to believe: a first-round draft pick and pitching ace who rocketed to major-league success
before finding himself suddenly out of the game, hatching a presumptuous plan to get one more
shot at the mound; a home run–hitting former World Series hero who lived the dream, then
bounced among six teams before facing the prospects of an unceremonious end to his career; a
big-league All-Star who, in the span of five months, went from being completely out of baseball
to becoming a star in the ALDS, then signing a $10 million contract; and a well-liked designated
hitter who toiled for eighteen seasons in the minors—a record he never wanted to set—before
facing his final, highly emotional chance for a call-up to the big leagues. From Raleigh to
Pawtucket, from Lehigh Valley to Indianapolis and beyond, Where Nobody Knows Your Name
gives readers an intimate look at a baseball world not normally seen by the fans. John Feinstein
gets to the heart of the human stories in a uniquely compelling way, crafting a masterful book
that stands alongside his very best works.From the Hardcover edition.

“[T]errific…[R]eading this book will make you fall in love with baseball all over again.”—The
Denver Post“One of the best sportswriters alive.”—USA Today “Feinstein’s work, like that of the
best American sportswriters, is richly detailed and emotionally articulate...Feinstein's storytelling
is compelling, his understanding of the structural cruelties and emotional consequences of
winner-takes-all competition acute.”—The Guardian (UK) “Feinstein takes readers down the
dusty roads of minor league baseball with a vivid look at the players dreaming of a shot at the



big leagues.”—Parade “John Feinstein, one of our best-known sportswriters, explores…
baseball’s International League, one of the two AAA leagues, just below the majors….With many
of us counting down to opening day, this is a fitting time for a book whose subtitle might well be
‘hope springs eternal — every spring.’”—The Washington Post “[P]oignant … [2013] marked the
25th anniversary of ‘Bull Durham,’ and I’m pretty sure a lot of people still think that's how things
go in the minors. Mr. Feinstein clears the perspective on the realities of minor-league life so that
the reader can move on from Nuke LaLoosh imagery. And for the average baseball fan, this is no
minor accomplishment.”—The Wall Street Journal About the AuthorJohn Feinstein is a columnist
for The Washington Post, Golf World and Golf Digest. He also hosts a daily radio show on the
CBS Sports Radio Network; is a contributor to The Golf Channel and is an essayist for CBS
Sports Television. Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1Scott ElartonStarting
OverThere is no aspect of baseball that has changed more in recent years than spring training.
Or, more specifically, spring training facilities.Once, the winter homes of most baseball teams
were old, dank, and cramped—minor-league facilities that served for six weeks each year as the
headquarters for an entire baseball organization. The ballparks were older too, havens for fans
who wanted to get close to players, but often creaking from age with outfield fences that looked
as if they had been constructed shortly after Abner Doubleday invented the game.Even in Vero
Beach, where in 1947 the Brooklyn Dodgers set up what was then the model for a spring training
facility—Holman Stadium and the facilities around it became known as Dodgertown—there was
the feeling of being in a time warp. The dugouts never even had roofs. They were just open-air
cutouts along the baselines where players either sunbathed or baked—depending on one’s
point of view—during games.Through the years, almost all the older facilities have disappeared.
Dodgertown sits empty now during the spring, used on occasion by local high school teams
while the Dodgers train in a brand-new multimillion-dollar headquarters built for them in Arizona.
Because spring training has become a big business, local governments in both Florida and
Arizona have lined up to build modern baseball palaces for teams, complete with every possible
amenity players could ask for—from massive weight-training areas to sparkling training fields to
sun-drenched stadiums that look like miniature versions of the big-league parks the teams play
in once the season begins.There is no better example of the modern spring training facility than
Bright House Field, which has been the spring home of the Philadelphia Phillies since 2004,
when it was built for $28 million to replace Jack Russell Memorial Stadium, which had been the
Phillies winter home since 1955. Jack Russell, as it was known in the Clearwater area, was the
classic old spring training spot: the stadium was made of wood, and the paint was peeling in
every corner of the old place when the Phillies moved out.The old spring training clubhouses—in
baseball no one talks about locker rooms, they are clubhouses—were cramped and crowded
with players practically on top of one another, especially at the start of camp, when between fifty
and sixty players might be in a room designed to hold no more than thirty to thirty-five
lockers.Jack Russell was one of those dingy old clubhouses. The Phillies’ clubhouse at Bright
House Field could not be more different. It is spread out and spacious with room—easily—for



fifty lockers. There are several rooms off the main area that are strictly off-limits to anyone but
Phillies personnel, meaning players can rest or eat their post-workout or postgame meals in
complete privacy without tripping over unwanted media members or anyone else who might
have access to the main clubhouse area.Even though he had been out of baseball for most of
four years, Scott Elarton felt completely comfortable walking into the Phillies’ clubhouse in
February 2012. Many of the players had no idea who he was because professional athletes’
memories rarely extend back more than about fifteen minutes. In baseball world 2012, Cal
Ripken Jr.—who retired in 2001—was an old-timer who played in a lot of games, Willie Mays is a
distant memory, and Babe Ruth is the name of a league for teenage players.Elarton had won
fifty-six games as a major-league pitcher in spite of numerous injuries, including seventeen for a
bad Houston Astros team in 2000. But he hadn’t been in a major-league baseball clubhouse
since 2008 and even though he stood out at six feet seven, a lot of players had no idea who he
was.“It’s not like anybody looked at me and thought I was some hotshot prospect,” he said with a
laugh. “I probably look every bit of thirty-six.”Seven months earlier, even Rubén Amaro Jr., the
Phillies’ general manager, hadn’t recognized Elarton. That was in August, when Elarton had
called to him while standing on the field during batting practice prior to a game between the
Phillies and the Colorado Rockies. Elarton was watching BP with his seven-year-old son when
he noticed Amaro standing a few yards away and, on a complete whim, decided to try to talk to
him.“I had taken my son to the game because I was friends with several guys on the Phillies:
Raúl Ibañez, Roy Oswalt, Cliff Lee,” Elarton said. “They set us up with tickets. The town we live in
is about an hour from Denver, so we drove over. They’d also arranged for us to have field
passes, which I knew would be cool for Jake. We went onto the field, and we were standing with
all the other people with field passes behind this barrier they set up so that you don’t get too
close to the players or bother them while they’re hitting.“I’d seen that barrier a couple thousand
times in ballparks—but always from the other side. I had never even thought about what it might
be like to be on the field like that in street clothes and not be a player. I felt completely humiliated.
I just hated being there.“Then I saw Rubén standing nearby. I’d never met him, but I certainly
knew him. So I called his name. He looked over at me, and I could tell right away that he had no
idea who I was. But he’s a polite guy, so he walked over to where we were standing.”Elarton was
right; Amaro hadn’t recognized him. “I knew who Scott Elarton was,” Amaro said. “He’d pitched
too long for me not to know who he was. But he had lost some weight since I’d last seen him
pitch, and it had been a few years. But when he said, ‘Rubén, I’m Scott Elarton,’ it came right
back to me.”Elarton had lost weight—a lot of weight. After he had stopped playing in 2008, he
had ballooned from 260 pounds to just under 300 pounds after having surgery on his foot. “I
didn’t exercise at all for a while after the surgery,” he said. “I wasn’t doing anything at all to stay in
shape. On the day I got on the scale and weighed 299, I knew I had to stop. I didn’t want to see
300. So I started working out. I started throwing batting practice to the high school team in my
hometown. By the time we went to Denver that day, I was probably down to 225.”After Elarton
had introduced himself and introduced his son, he said something to Amaro that surprised him—



even as he spoke. To this day, he isn’t quite certain why the words came out of his
mouth.“Rubén, do you think there’s any chance I could make a comeback in baseball?” he said.
“Do you think I could pitch again?”Amaro was, to say the least, surprised by Elarton’s question.
Perhaps the only person more surprised was Elarton. “I’m still not honestly sure what possessed
me,” he said, shaking his head. “The thought never crossed my mind until the question came out
of my mouth. Maybe it was standing behind the barrier that way. Something clicked in my brain
that said, ‘I don’t like the view from here.’ Or the feeling I had standing there.”To Elarton’s further
surprise, Amaro didn’t answer him with a response along the lines of “Are you insane?” or even a
polite blow-off. Instead, he shrugged his shoulders and said, “If you’d like, I’ll send someone to
watch you throw once the season’s over.”Elarton couldn’t ask for more than that. “Great,” he said.
“How should I get in touch with you?”Amaro gave him his card, and they shook hands again,
leaving Elarton standing there wondering what in the world he had just gotten himself into.As it
turned out, Amaro was as good as his word—better than that, in fact.Elarton had gone home to
Lamar, the town of just under eight thousand where he had grown up, and had begun throwing
on a regular basis with Josh Bard, a former major-league catcher who lived nearby. He wasn’t
counting on a call from Amaro—or even 100 percent certain he wanted one—but he wanted to
be ready just in case. He could feel the adrenaline each time he threw to Bard, and as the
season wound down, he began to believe—“maybe just a little bit”—that he wasn’t entirely
crazy.Shortly after the World Series ended, Amaro called. He was going to be in Denver for a
banquet in which Shane Victorino, then with the Phillies, was scheduled to receive an award. If
Elarton was still interested and could make the drive to Denver, he would watch him throw the
morning after the banquet.Elarton and Bard made the drive early on a November morning, and
Amaro met them at a local school. Amaro stood and watched as Elarton began to throw. After
about five minutes he asked him to stop.“I remember thinking, ‘Am I really that bad?’ ” Elarton
said. “I had kind of talked myself into believing I was throwing pretty well, and when Rubén told
me to stop after five minutes, my heart sank. I thought I had wasted my time, his time, and Josh’s
time.”Not exactly.“I don’t know what you’ve been doing, but you look completely different than I
remember from the last time you were pitching,” Amaro said. “You look comfortable, your ball has
movement—I really like what you’re doing. If it’s okay with you, I’d like to shoot some video while
you keep throwing.”It was more than okay with Elarton. Amaro had him throw about fifty pitches
in all. Encouraged by what Amaro had said early on, Elarton thought Amaro would tell him that
he’d be in touch. That would leave him with some hope.Amaro didn’t do that. “I’d like to sign you,”
he said. “If you give me your agent’s information, I’ll get in touch and we’ll work out a
deal.”Elarton was almost dazed. If nothing else, he had gotten himself out from behind the
barrier.Four months after that meeting, Elarton walked into the spacious clubhouse at Bright
House Field and found a crisp, clean uniform with the number 59 on it hanging in a locker that
had his name on it. A number of veteran players, guys he had pitched against in his first baseball
incarnation, came by to say hello and welcome him.“If you’ve been a player, a baseball
clubhouse is a very comfortable place to be if you’re in uniform,” he said. “Even if you haven’t



been around for a while, if you’re in uniform, then you feel like you belong. If you’re not in uniform,
then you don’t. It really doesn’t matter who you are or who you’ve been, that’s the way it
is.”Players talk often about the fear of someday not having a uniform or a locker anymore. Elarton
had taken that a step further when he had shown up in Denver as a “civilian,” as players call
anyone not in uniform. Putting on a uniform again, even surrounded by so many unfamiliar faces,
was comforting.His negotiations with the Phillies after Amaro’s visit had gone smoothly except
for one small glitch: performance incentives. Elarton didn’t want any. The Phillies were offering a
fairly typical two-way contract: If he was on the major-league roster, he would be paid $600,000
—which was $120,000 over the major-league minimum because it included bonuses for making
the team. If he was in the minors, he would be paid a very high Triple-A rate: $15,000 a
month.“Take the incentives for making the major-league team out,” Elarton told Ron Shapiro, his
longtime agent—once the agent for both Cal Ripken and Kirby Puckett, among others.“You want
them out?” Shapiro said, stunned for obvious reasons.“Out,” Elarton answered. “I don’t want
money getting in the way of me making it back to the majors. If it’s a close call and it’s me or
another guy and they have to pay me extra if I make it up, they may call the other guy up. I don’t
want to take a chance on that happening.”Shapiro called Amaro back to tell him he had an
unusual request. Amaro had never in his life had a player ask for less money potentially, but he
laughed when he heard what Elarton was thinking.“Tell Scott that, being honest, the amount of
money we’re talking here will have no influence on whether he gets called up or not,” he said. “If
he pitches well enough to earn the bonuses, he should get them. But if we need him in
Philadelphia, this money isn’t going to get in the way. I promise.”Elarton was still a tad doubtful
when Shapiro told him what Amaro had said but finally agreed.He arrived in Clearwater with a
simple goal: pitch so well during spring training that it would be impossible for the Phillies to
send him down.“Realistically, there weren’t any spots open—especially for a starter,” he said. “All
you had to do was look at the rotation and you knew there wasn’t any chance. They had stars
and veterans. I hadn’t pitched, except for three starts in Charlotte in 2010, since 2008.
Intellectually, I knew the deal. But as a competitor I was going there to show them I was still a
major-league pitcher. If I didn’t think I was good enough, there wasn’t much point in my being
there.”The first three times Elarton got into games, he showed them. When he was on the mound
facing real hitters, it all came back like riding a bike. His unorthodox delivery, all arms and legs
coming at the batter from his six-foot-seven-inch frame, had hitters who hadn’t seen him before
way off balance.“First three times I pitched I didn’t have to pitch from the stretch once,” he said,
smiling at the memory. “It almost felt like I was back in Houston and it was 2000 again.”That was
the year Elarton won seventeen games pitching for the Astros before injuries and a taste for the
nightlife sent his promising career off the rails. Twelve years later, back in the March heat of
Florida’s west coast, he was twenty-five again. He could tell by the looks he was getting from his
teammates in the clubhouse that they were noticing.And then, not surprisingly, he came back to
earth. It wasn’t as if he crashed; he descended more slowly than that, pitching reasonably well
but not lights out the way it had been at the start of camp. As March came to a close, he knew



the numbers he had been concerned about in February were clearly stacked against him.
Nevertheless, with a week left before the team broke camp, he was still on the roster.Read more
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WDX2BB, “Down on the farm. When it comes to sports books, John Feinstein is practically a
one-man factory. He cranks out a new publication every so often, and you know it's going to be
well done.Feinstein has covered a variety of areas over the years since his first such effort, the
classic "Season on the Brink." (Talk about a tough act to follow.) I've read just about all of them.
Now Feinstein is back with another book, "Where Nobody Knows Your Name." It's about life in
Triple-A baseball, which according to the title is the opposite of "Cheers." There's a lot of truth in
that.As Feinstein mentions several times in the course of the book, no one wants to be in Triple A
- at least for very long. The quality of play is quite good; the jump from Double A is surprising
large. There are people in baseball's highest minor league that are good enough to be on a
major league roster in some cases, but for one reason or another aren't. The financial rewards of
making that last step is huge, but it's not easy to take it.Feinstein talks to all sorts of people in
Triple A's International League, from players to managers to umpires to announcers. He
concentrates on nine. The list includes Scott Elarton, who once won 17 games in a season but
fell on hard times; Jon Lindsey, a professional hitter who just hasn't been quite good enough, or
young enough, to reach the majors; Scott Podsedik, who you might remember for his walk-off
homer in the 2005 World Series; and Chris Schwinden, who bounced all over the baseball map
during the 2012 season. If you get the idea that Feinstein likes to talk to veterans who can
provide a little perspective on the situation, you're right. Others get short chapters along the
way.Some of the best stories come from managers like Ron Johnson and Charlie Montoyo. They
are put in an unusual position, professionally speaking. Yes, they have a better time and outlook
when their teams win, but that's not their biggest task. They are there to help players get ready to
contribute to the major league team. Every player loves to talk about the time that they were
called into the manager's office for the first time and told they were headed to the big leagues.
Managers love to see the reaction too. It sure beats telling players they have been released, and
that their baseball dreams may be over. Hearing about players who find out they've reached their
dream is always heart-warming.There are plenty of stories about how Triple-A baseball works -
salaries, travel, recalls, life's logistics under the circumstances, etc. It's easy to root for the
players, who come across well here. I'd guess Feinstein didn't have to do much searching for
subjects. Since the book was written about 2012, the book ends with what happened to them all
in 2013. Sometimes that extra year can hurt a reader's enjoyment, but in this case it ties up
some stories with a nice bow. One of the minor characters in the narrative even wound up with a
World Series ring for his efforts.There is one problem with the book, and Feinstein certainly
knew this going in. This is a story of a season, and the season really doesn't play much of a part
in the story. In other words, few remember what teams win a Triple-A championship unless you
happen to live in that city. As I'm fond of saying, media members are about the only ones who
pay close attention to the standings during the course of the season. The players and manager
want the team to do well, but mostly because it's a sign that good players are making progress



toward the goal of helping the parent team.That means there's no dramatic arc to the story as a
whole, as there is in a book about a major league season or even a golf tournament. That makes
the book a collection of individual stories - still interesting, but without the punch that an
overriding climax can provide.Still, Feinstein uncovers plenty of good information here, and it's
easy to root for those mentioned in "Where Nobody Knows Your Name." The author opens the
door on minor league baseball's life, and many will want to take a peak inside.”

Bob K, “Rare Five Star Baseball Book. I have never read any of John Feinstein's other works.
Reading the other reviews it is clear most everyone has, and after reading this book I will get
right on it. There is a tendency in baseball books (other than fact packs like Baseball
Prospectus) to pick an emotion and stick with it. The author has the rare ability to present the
facts in an unbiased way that allowed me to develop my own opinions of the subjects (two
managers, three pitchers, an outfielder, a DH and an umpire) and their pursuits of big league
dreams He doesn't play a Bull Durham heartbreak angle and this isn't a fluff piece promoting
one or two of the subjects of the book. Even better is the fact it isn't a hit piece on an individual,
a team, the sport, or the system and how it churns and burns dreams. The most amazing part of
this book is how it allows the reader to feel the sense of urgency these guys have. In some
cases the men have a long road ahead and patience is a virtue they can't afford to possess. In
other cases it is truly a last chance at the show, where a string of a couple of bad games could
truly mean the end of the only life they have known since childhood. I can't believe how much I
felt for the subjects of this book. Imagine being in your twenties or early thirties and being a
doctor, lawyer, or banker and hearing it's time to move on to another life. I had a tendency to
look at players who couldn't quite make it as numbers, not people. It is easy to say you should
have chosen a more realistic profession. This book changed my thoughts, and I can see how
easy it is to get lost in your dreams. If you can read this book and not check box scores to see
how these guys are doing, and checking the umpire power rankings to see where Mark Lollo
sits. If you think the timeline for players is short imagine being near the top of the tmac Umpire
chart with the comment "Over 30 and stock is sinking" . Read this book. It is worth your time
even if you have no interest in baseball or sports in general.”

L. J. C. Wise, “Not Quite Major League. I really wanted to like this book because very little has
been written about Triple-A baseball and because Feinstein spends a good bit of time with
managers and players I am intensely curious about. I am a fan of Charlie Montoyo and the
Durham Bulls and really wanted to hear what Feinstein had to say. Nevertheless, I have my
reservations that I’ll get to later.Feinstein worked hard to get inside the heads of the players and
managers of Triple-A, reinforcing my own view that Triple-A, while it is minor league, is also
different from the rest of the minors in that the players are so very, very close to the top.His
technique is to introduce several veteran pitchers and position players, two managers (Norfolk’s
Ron Johnson in addition to Durham’s Montoyo), and an umpire. He then spends some time with



them during the season. Along the way he introduces a ton of other folks and, to be honest, I
began to lose track of who was in the spotlight and could not follow just why they were
introduced. All the players highlighted were players who had made it to the big leagues for at
least a few games and were trying to make it back and/or decide to not try any more. I often lost
the thread of the stories he was trying to tell.Entirely missing is an effort to take Triple-A as a
baseball experience of its own. Admittedly, that’s a rare thing to try to do, and there’s likely little
audience. But some small fraction of the audience at the 2,000 games played in the International
League each year go to the games because they want to watch a specific team play within a
specific context of International League competition.On the other hand, the book is full of trivia
that I’ll probably be using for years.Final assessment: Durham Bulls fans, and other International
League fans might need to read this book, but it is a bit of a slog.”

Niall, “Heartwarming and heartbreaking in equal measure. A great read. This isn’t just a book
about baseball, it’s a book about the ‘so-near-and-yet-so-far’ nature of professional sport in all its
heartbreaking and heartwarming magnificence.Although Feinstein nominally focuses on a cast
of nine principal characters – six players, two managers and an umpire – there are dozens of
stories of players who have dutifully (often in the face of all logic) pursued the dream of the major
leagues for years without quite getting the call. When they finally get their ‘cup of coffee’, it’s
impossible not to be moved by stories like that of Rich Thompson who waited seven years from
his first major league at bat until his second. Or JC Boscan who finally made it (for one game)
after 16 years in the Minors.Beautifully written, it captures the essence of MiLB. My only gripe is
that there are so many hundreds of different characters he mentioned that I lost track on more
than one occasion. The index was helpful but the roll call left my head spinning at times.A great
read that made me respect those poor souls who seem to spend whole careers being called up
and sent down again before the inevitable trade and retirement. Thoroughly recommended”

AndyM, “A more objective companion to Dirk Hayhurst's two excellent books. Well written and
full of insights into .... A more objective companion to Dirk Hayhurst's two excellent books. Well
written and full of insights into the fine lines between success and something short of success
(not necessarily failure) covering players on their way up, players trying to get back to the majors
and their umpires. If you enjoy baseball this books peels away a layer to allow a look at aspects
of the game and its players which you don't often see.”

Michael, “If you love Baseball but want to dig a little deeper in .... If you love Baseball but want to
dig a little deeper in to stories at the lower level ,no super stars here but plenty of interesting
stories of guys striving for major league or just hanging on to play for as long as they can,
Feinstein is a great writer ive read a number of his books & this is up there with the best of them.”

James Bowker, “Unique Baseball Story. An interesting story about minor league baseball



players; the unsung heros.”

Allan One, “Well Written...... Seriously well written - Feinstein has a real connection to the
subject.  A really good read.”

The book by John Feinstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 840 people have provided feedback.
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